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DISCLAIMER 

This document was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the United States 
Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor the Regents of the University of 
California, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or the Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or the Regents of the 
University of California. 
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Two-frequency plasma beating in a high charge state ECR ion source 

Z. Q. Xie and C. M. Lyneis 

Nuclear Science Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 1 Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, 

California, 94720 

The performance of the LBL Advanced Electron Cyclotron Resonance (AECR) ion source, which 

is a single stage source designed to operate at 14 GHz alone (single-frequency heating), is 

enhanced by heating the plasma simultaneously with microwaves of 10 and 14 GHz (two

frequency heating). Production of high charge state ions has been increased a factor of 2 to 5 or 

higher for the very heavy ions such as bismuth and uranium, as compared to the case of single

frequency heating. Plasma stability is improved and the ion charge state distribution shifts to 

higher charge state which indicates an increase in the neti product of the ECR plasma. With two

frequency heating, the source can produce more than 1x109 pps of fully stripped argon. High 

charge state ion beams of bismuth and uranium produced by the source were injected into the 88-

inch Cyclotron at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. After acceleration to energies greater than 6 

MeV/nucleon, the extracted beam intensities were 1x106 pps or higher for Bi50+,51+ and 
238U52+,53+ • 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) ion sources can produce both singly charged and 

highly charged ions. While singly charged ECR sources are rmding significant commercial 

application, high charge state ECR sources have thus far been mainly used with heavy-ion 

accelerators or for atomic physics experiments. The two ECR sources at the 88-inch Cyclotron 

facility, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, are used to produce beams for the cyclotron and atomic 

physics applications. Development of ECR sources at the cyclotron as well as many other 

laboratories has focused on enhancing the production of highly charged ions since this can lead to 

improved accelerator performance and new research opportunities. 

Highly charged ions are produced by stepwise electron impact ionization. When an ECR 

source is operated in a continuous mode, the plasma is in dynamic equilibrium which means the 

outgoing plasma is electrically neutral and the plasma loss rate is equal to and determined by the 

production rate. The ions in an ECR plasma are relatively coldl,2,3 and are not magnetically 

conrmed. The average ion confinement time is linked to the average lifetime of the electrons. 

There are two electron populations with different temperatures in an ECR plasma, both of which 

contribute to the production of highly charged ions. 4,5,6 The hot electrons with energies in the ke V 

range are magnetically confined with lifetimes up to 10 milliseconds.s The cold electrons, 

primarily generated by the stepwise ionization of atoms and ions, have energies in the range of 10 

to 100 e V and lifetimes of a few microseconds.4,6 They are not magnetically commed and tend to 

escape more rapidly from the plasma than the ions because of their much higher mobility. As a 

result a positive plasma potential builds up to retard the escape of electrons and to accelerate the 

escape of the ions from the plasma to maintain equilibrium.4,7 ECR heating provides the 

mechanism to covert the cold electrons to hot electrons by increasing their transverse energy. 

Therefore any mechanism which· makes the ECR heating more efficient should increase the hot 

electron population and thereby increase the average electron lifetime as well as the average ion 

lifetime. This should ipcrease the Ile'ti product of the plasma and enhance the production of highly 

charged ions. 

Prior to the work reported here all ECR sources have used a single microwave frequency to 

heat the plasma in the main stage where the highly charged ions are produced. Although some 

ECR sources use two microwave frequencies, the second frequency is used to drive an injector 

stage to produce a lowly ionized plasma for injeetion into the main stage. 8- 14 As described below, 

microwave power at both 10 and 14 GHz were used to heat the plasma in the main stage of the 

Advanced ECR source at LBL. 

.,, 
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In an ECR source electron cyClotron resonance heating couples microwave power into the 

plasma electrons. This occurs when the microwave frequency cor matches the cyclotron frequency 

of the electrons given by 

eB roc=
IDe 

where e and II1e are the electron charge and mass respectively, and B is the local magnetic field 

strength. In high charge state ECR sources the geometry of the minimum B-field results in an egg 

shaped surface where the electrons are locally heated as they spiral back and forth between the 

magnetic mirrors. When two frequencies are used and two concentric ECR surfaces exist, the 

electron heating rate can be increased. 

IT. TWO-FREQUENCY HEATING IN THE AECR 

The LBL AECR source began operation in 1990 and was initially designed to operate at 14 

GHz based on the frequency scaling proposed by Geller et al.l5,16,17 Its magnetic field strength is 

a factor 2.5 higher than the first LBL ECR source which operates at 6.4 GHz)1,18 The AECR 

source routinely produces high charge state ions to support the nuclear physics and atomic physics 

research programs at the 88-inch Cyclotron.7,19,20 

The source was recently modified so that both 10 and 14 GHz microwaves could 

simultaneously be injected into the main chamber. The magnetic field shape of the AECR source 

can be adjusted so that the closed ECR resonance surfaces at both 10 and 14 GHz coexist. The 10 . 

GHz ECR surface nests inside the 14 GHz surface as schematically shown in Figure 1. With two 

ECR heating surfaces, the magnetically trapped electrons cross four ECR zones when they travel 

from one mirror reflection point to the other. 

In the tests, the 10 GHz microwave was launched into the plasma with the electric field at an 

angle of 90° with respective to the 14 GHz wave. With this two-frequency heating the AECR 

plasma was more quiescent than single-frequency heating. Both the short-term and long-term 

plasma stability were improved and more total microwave power could be launched into the 

plasma. With two-frequency heating the source can operate at lower neutral pressure which 

improves the production of highly charged ions. The optimum gas and oven vapor input levels are 

reduced by roughly 30% to 50% while the total extracted currents remain essentially the same as 

with single-frequency heating. Table I compares the preliminary performance of the AECR source 

with two-frequency heating to the best results obtained with single-frequency heating. It clearly 
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shows the greatest improvement is for the highly charged ions. Increases up to an order of 

magnitude for the very high charge state bismuth and uranium ions are achieved. With the 

improved performance the fully stripped Ar ions, a few enA (;;::lxl09 pps), have been directly 

identified by the charge state analyzing system for the frrst time. Figure 2 shows the comparison 

of the charge state distributions of bismuth for single-frequency and two-frequency heating. The 

source conditions were about the same with respect to gas and vapor inputs and total microwave 

power. The peak charge state shifts from 32+ to 33+ and the improvement on intensity is up to a 

factor of 2 for charge states from 36+ to 40+. Figure 3 shows the best charge state distributions of 

238U obtained with single-frequency and two-frequency heating from the AECR source. With 

about 15% more microwave power compared to the single-frequency heating, two-frequency 

heating shifts the peak charge state from 33+ to 36+ and increases the intensity by a factor of 2 to 4 

higher for charge states from 35+ to 39+. The shift of the peak charge states in Figs. 2 and 3 

indicate an increase in the Ile'ti product of the plasma 

The improved performance of the AECR source with two-frequency heating makes it 

possible for the 88-inch Cyclotron to accelerate the very heavy ions such as bismuth and uranium 

to an energy surpasses the Coulomb barrier -- 5 MeV /n. Table II shows all the highly charged ions 

obtained with the two-frequency heating and accelerated through the 88-inch Cyclotron. 

III. DISCUSSION 

Although the details of ECR plasma heating are complex, it reasonable to expect that 

generating a higher density of magnetically confined hot electrons will increase the average electron 

lifetime and thereby increase the ion lifetime. Increases in the density of hot electrons and the ion 

lifetiriles improve the production of highly charged ions since ionization potentials and ionization 

times increase with higher charge states. Another aspect of the production of highly charged ions 

is the plasma stability. The production of highly charged ions in an ECR source requires high 

microwave power to increase the plasma density21 and. low neutral pressures to reduce the charge 

exchange between ions and neutrals. Generally in ECR sources plasma instabilities limit the 

amount of microwave power that can be injected into the plasma for the production of highly 

charged ions. The localized plasma heating which occurs in a narrow layer at ECR surface may 

contribute to the ECR plasma instabilities.4 

Experimentally, two-frequency heating reduces the plasma instabilities, perhaps because the 

heating is more distributed. As long as the plasma is stable, more microwave power can be 

injected and the neutral pressure can be reduced. Therefore improved production of very highly 

. 
I' 
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charged ions and increased ionization efficiency may be due to improved plasma stability achieved 

with two-frequency heating. 

Two-frequency heating using 10 and 14 GHz in the AECR provides significantly better 

performance and indicates that still higher performance with multiple-frequency heating may be 

'-possible. Among the open questions is what is the optimum spacing between frequencies. 

Klystrons are typically used to provide the microwave power for ECR sources and generally their 

bandwidths are relatively narrow. The 14 GHz tube used with the AECR has a bandwidth of 

about 40 MHz for each mechanical setting. If the optimum frequency difference is sufficiently 

small, two or more frequencies could be amplified with a single klystron or frequency modulation 

could be used. Several klystrons, each operating at different frequencies would be a straight

forward method to provide multiple-frequency heating. Another approach might be to use lower 

power solid state amplifiers to provide multiple frequencies. While multiple-frequency heating 

would increase the complexity and cost of an ECR source, it could provide significant performance 

gains. 
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Table I 
Preliminary Results of AECR Source with Two-frequency Heating and Comparison to the Best 

Results with Single-frequency Heating 

****************************************************************************** 
Ar 86Kr I36xe Bi 238U 

(efJA) (qLA) (efJA) (e)JA) (efJA) 

Q SF TF SF 1F SF TF SF TF SF TF 

13 53 59 
14 24 33 
16 2.5 4.0 
17 ~.16* 

18 ~.005* 

25 5.5 8.3 
26 3.0 6.0 
28 .6 1.0 

30 5.0 6.0 
31 1.5 2.5 
32 .5 1.5 3.6 11 
33 .15 .5 8.4 12.1 3.8 12 
34 & 6.0 10.2 & ~& 

35 .2 & & 3.0 10 
36 .05 3.0 6.5 2.4 8.7 
37 2.2 5.0 1.6 7.1 
38 1.3 3.2 1.2 5.4 
39 & & .7 3.7 
40 .5 1.8 & & 
41 .25 1.1 1.5 
42 & & 1.0 
43 & & .5 
44 .24 & 
46 .08 

****************************************************************************** 

Note: SF~- Best results with single-frequency (14 GHz) heating. 
TF --Preliminary results with two-frequency (14 + 10 GHz) heating. 
*---Measured with small slits (6 nun). Normal slit opening is 20 nun for argon ions. 
& --- Mixed ion species. 

All ion beams are extracted at 10 kV extraction voltage and through an 8 nun aperture. Currents 
are measured with the Faraday cup biased at 150 V to suppress the secondary electrons. 
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Table II 
Beams Produced by Two-frequency Heating and Accelerated by the 88-inch Cyclotron 

****************************************************************************** 
Ion 

209Bi45+ 

209Bi47+ 

209Bi49+ 

209Bi50+ 

209Bi51+ 

Cmrent extracted from 

the cyclotron (enA) 

.22 

.5 

.33 

.021 

.015 

.004 

.017 

.008 

Energy 

(MeV) (MeV In) 

1408.1 16.37 

1309.4 6.27 

1427.9 6.83 

1551.7 7.42 

1615.4 7.73 

1680.3 8.04 

1562.0 6.56 

1662.9 6.99 

****************************************************************************** 
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Fig. 1. Schematic view of the electron cyclotron resonance surfaces inside the plasma chamber of 

the AECR ion source, in which the 10 GHz surface is nested inside the 14 GHz surface. The 10 

·and 14 GHz microwaves are launched through separate waveguides into the plasma chamber as 

indicated. 
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Fig. 2. This shows the charge state distributions for bismuth produced with the AECR source for 

two cases at approximately the same microwave power and inputs of gas and vapor. Curve 1 

indicates the best distribution obtained with single-frequency (14 GHz, at power of 1150 W) 

heating. Curve 2 shows the distribution obtained with two-frequency (14 and 10 GHz, at power 

of 880 W of 14 GHz and 300 W of 10 GHz) heating. This demonstrates the enhanced production 

of the very high charge state bismuth ions with two-frequency heating. 
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Fig. 3. Charge state distributions for 238U produced with the AECR source are shown for two 

cases. Curve 1 indicates the best distribution obtained with single-frequency (14 GHz, at power of 

1540 W) heating. Curve 2 shows the distribution obtained with two-frequency (14 + 10 GHz, at a 

total power of 1770 W with 1480 W of 14 GHz and 290 W of 10 GHz) heating. The peak charge 

state shifts from 33+ in curve 1 to 36+ in curve 2. This shift in the peak charge state indicates an 

increase in the Ile'ti product of the ECR plasma. 
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